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Hi friend,
There are quite literally hundreds of sites similar to this
one, and deciding which one to use can be quite a
challenge.
So to help you decide if it’s going to be worth it for you, we
want to find out exactly how this platform is being received
by its users, and how the site works.
We also want to try and get a good idea of how much you
are likely to earn should you decide to join, and what the
pros and cons are likely to be.
However, first lets first take a look at how things work at
Idle Empire.
Idle-empire is an earning platform with lots of features
and earning ways. It will let you earn points that can be
exchanged for cryptocurrency and many other gift cards.
Below are the many features and perks of this site!
What Is Idle Empire?
Idle empire is a website that offers its members the
opportunity to earn points that you can convert and
redeem for rewards.

The tasks that they offer are similar to other GPT (Get
Paid To) websites currently online including surveys,
Offerwalls, Offers, Videos, Promotions and referrals.
They do however also offer the opportunity to earn
through Bitcoin mining which involves using your computer
to solve mathematical problems, so this is a slightly
different task that is normally offered by GPT sites.
What Are Users Saying About Idle Empire?
It is always important to look at the feedback that real
users are giving about a reward site, because first and
foremost you want to make sure the site has been paying
people for the work they do.
At the time of writing the site scores really well on
TrustPilot with an almost 5/5 score from reviews left by
8,500 reviewers. Amongst those reviews there are people
saying they have withdrawn rewards from the site, so that
is a good sign of legitimacy.
There wasn’t too many complaints about the site either.
We try to look for repeated patterns of complaints such as
of course ‘I haven’t been paid’ which we didn’t find.
The platform has an Instagram account where it
advertises its promotions. Currently the site has 16.5k

followers, so this is another encouraging sign. It isn’t likely
that so many users would follow if they weren’t getting
paid.
How Much Can You Earn With Idle Empire?
There are plenty earning opportunities available at Idle
Empire, which is what you would hope to expect from any
GPT site anyway. The tasks are, like all similar GPT sites,
low paid, however some of the tasks pay more than
others.
If you want to maximise your earnings then you will earn
the most participating in offers. They generally pay more
than surveys, however you also need to be careful and
read the terms and conditions of the offer fully so you
understand what you are being signed up to.
Surveys also generally pay more than other tasks,
however you will have to qualify first. You will only qualify
if your demographic fits the survey requirements. You may
therefore not qualify for a few surveys before you find one
that is a good match.
The amount of points you get for surveys seems to be a
lot more than what it is. For example if you get 4,000

points for a survey, this amounts to just $0.40 as 1000
points is equivalent to $0.10.
Some users have pointed out the fact that the surveys
aren’t as high paying as on some other platforms.
Idle Empire also has a referral program, and it isn’t a bad
one. For each referral you will be rewarded 50 points. You
also get 20% of what your referrals earn when they
complete offers and surveys.
To encourage your followers to sign up they get 500 points
by using your referral link.
Other earning opportunities on the site like watching
videos and Bitcoin mining will pay you less than offers and
surveys.
From the U.S, Canada or Australia? There is a survey
platform has been created just for you. FIND OUT MORE
HERE
How Do You Get Paid At Idle Empire?
There is an impressive selection of methods of payment
that include various gift cards, bitcoin and also PayPal.
The redemption amounts vary but they are all quite low,
the highest being just a few dollars. With active

participation on the site you should be able to cash out
soon on this site.
What Are The Pros Of Idle Empire?

●
●
●
●

Free to join platform
Lots of ways to earn
A number of ways to cash out.
Low cash out for gift cards, bitcoin and PayPal.

1) Ways to earn
Below is the list of ways which will let you earn points

● Surveys
● Offerwalls
● Special offers
● Watching videos
● Mining

● Promotions
● Referral program
● Leaderboard prizes
● Giveaways

2) Boost for your earnings
Idle-empire will add some percentage (may vary) boost to
the surveys and offers to increase your earnings even more
to reach your targeted earnings.

3) Withdrawals
Man, I love this part, who doesn’t? Idle-empire has lots of
withdrawal options for every country. You can withdraw
your points for cryptocurrency to Coinbase with no
withdrawal fee (The best part is that it is instant). And you
know what unlike many sites like this idle-empire has a

minimum withdrawal of $0.10(1,000 coins) means you
can withdraw any amount and don’t have to wait to reach
a higher threshold.

4) Conclusion
Idle empire is legit and it does not have a ridiculously high
withdrawal coin threshold, you earn like 6000 per survey,
and each prize costs on average 1000–50 000 points. My
only complaint is the holding time and how you sometimes

need to wait for more surveys, but apart from that, their
legit as can be… So far, I have earned about 6 dollars on
this site, and withdrawn it to Coinbase in different cryptos,
like Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Litecoin.

My #1 Recommendation:
Need to make some profits on the side? ...ASAP!?
Discover my quick method to banking $25-$75/day "on
the side" - by doing just a few easy steps!
No paid traffic required. No affiliate recruiting needed.
None of that!
And results come within just 24 to 48 hours!

=>> Check Out Here <<=

